Application of shell spiral deviation methodology to fossil brachiopods: Implications for obtaining specimen ontogenetic ages
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ABSTRACT

Knowledge of specimen ontogenetic ages of fossil brachiopods has great utility in paleoecological and paleoclimatic studies, but there is currently no efficient means of obtaining this information. Previous studies have shown that shell spiral deviations correspond to ontogenetic ages and seasonal growth in modern brachiopods, but this approach has not been tested on fossil specimens. Here, we analyze the application of this methodology using four species of fossil brachiopods, including Laqueus rubellus, Terebratula terebratula, Platystrophia ponderosa, and Pseudoatrypa sp., each of which possesses different shell outlines and surface ornamentation patterns. The computer programs Vextractor and R were used for digitizing and morphometric analyses, respectively. Our results indicate that smooth biconvex shells produce spiral deviation graphs similar to those generated from modern brachiopods that yield plausible ontogenetic ages, but without providing by themselves information on seasonal growth and factors controlling shell growth.
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INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of ontogenetic ages of fossil specimens is essential to many studies focused on phylogeny, life histories, and population dynamics. Within marine invertebrates, brachiopods have been intensely studied because they have a long geologic history, their shells are resistant to diagenesis, they are geographically widespread, and they have lived in a variety of marine habitats throughout the Phanerozoic (e.g., Brand et al., 2011; Ivany, 2012; Pérez-Huerta et al., 2014). Brachiopod shells also demonstrate morphologies reflecting ontogeny throughout their lives, as do other invertebrates secreting a shell, and thus, it is important to consider ontogenetic ages and variations during ontogeny when making taxonomic descriptions because of the implications on phylogeny and evolutionary patterns (e.g., Beecher, 1893; Balthasar, 2004; Pérez-Huerta, 2004). Furthermore, life history of an organism is another area of research that requires the knowledge of specimen ontogenetic age, and many of these studies investigate how organisms change their life habits throughout ontogeny (e.g., Tomašových et al., 2008). Finally, population dynamics require the knowledge of specimen ontogenetic age; for example, brachiopod ontogenetic age has been used to determine the effect of current-sorting on the ontogenetic age frequencies in fossil assemblages (e.g., Boucot, 1953; Boucot et al., 1958).

Brachiopods have also been particularly useful in reconstructing past ecosystems and climatic conditions because they precipitate calcite shells in oxygen isotopic equilibrium with ambient seawater, and these shells are very resistant to diagenesis (e.g., Carpenter and Lohmann, 1995; Geldern et al., 2006; Suan et al., 2008; Yamamoto et al., 2010; Brand et al., 2013). Thus, studies have been conducted to investigate the effectiveness of brachiopod shells as paleoclimate indicators at different stages during their ontogeny (e.g., Buening and Spero, 1996; Yamamoto et al., 2010; Kercher and Carlson, 2012). Additionally, studies that relate shell morphology to seasonal growth and specimen ontogenetic age have the potential to provide a record of seasonality throughout geologic history (Pérez-Huerta et al., 2014; Butler et al., 2015).

Despite numerous studies using brachiopods in paleoecology and as bioarchives for paleoclimate reconstructions, obtaining an accurate and efficient method of determining specimen ontogenetic age in fossil specimens is elusive. Modern brachiopod ontogenetic ages and growth rates have been studied based on in situ shell measure-
ments from living brachiopods (Terebratalia transversa and Terebratulina retusa), although these studies are sparse (e.g., Thayer, 1977; Curry, 1982). Approaches using a combination of shell chemistry and growth lines have been used to determine growth rates of modern specimens, (Barbin and Gaspard, 1995; Yamamoto et al., 2010), but both of these techniques have associated problems (e.g., interpretation of growth lines) that limit their effectiveness (see Pérez-Huerta et al., 2014 and references therein).

Most recently, shell spiral deviations have been used to determine ontogenetic ages of modern brachiopods, where deviations of the shell outline from a perfect logarithmic spiral represent changes in growth (Aldridge and Gaspard, 2011 and references therein). A perfect logarithmic spiral is a shape that maintains the same rate of vertical to anterior growth and has been shown to resemble the growth patterns of organisms that grow their shells by accretion (see Aldridge, 1998 and references therein). Thus, logarithmic spirals have been used to precisely describe the shape of shells with accretionary growth (e.g., Aldridge, 1998, Pérez-Huerta et al., 2014). Although spiral deviations have been observed in modern brachiopods and linked to ontogenetic age and seasonal growth, it has not yet been shown to be fully effective in the study of fossil specimens (Angiolini et al., 2012). In this study, fossil brachiopods, ranging in age from the Ordovician to the Pleistocene, are analyzed to determine whether shell spiral deviations are similar to those observed in modern brachiopods and are potentially useful in specimen ontogenetic age determination. The main focus of this study is the R-based spiral deviation methodology for determining ontogenetic ages in fossil brachiopods. Discussion of problems inherent to this methodology and related to different shell morphologies of fossil specimens is included.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample Information

The studied specimens are well-preserved shells of four species of fossil brachiopods, Laqueus rubellus (Family Laqueidae), Terebratula terebratula (Family Terebratulidae), Platystrophia ponderosa (Family Plectothidae), and Pseudatrypa sp. (Family Atrypidae) (Figure 1). Shell parameters (length, width, and thickness) and spiral deviations (Table 1) were determined for three specimens of each species, with larger specimens selectively chosen to maximize the shell growth
record (see Pérez-Huerta et al., 2014). All four species possessed biconvex shells without ornamentations, such as spines, but shells with ribs and growth lamellae are included (Figure 1). In addition to the four species analyzed, the ventral valve of a strophomenid brachiopod, *Rafinesquina* sp., was analyzed for its spiral deviations to determine if they could be detected in shells with flatter convexities.

*Laqueus rubellus* (Sowerby, 1846). Shells of *Laqueus* (Figure 1) were collected from the Jizodo Formation (0.39 Ma) and the Yabu Formation (0.31 Ma) of the Shimosa Group in central Japan. The length of these shells ranges from 23.2 to 29.3 mm. The depositional environment of specimen collection is representative of a shallow embayment, known as the paleo-Tokyo Bay. More specifically, the Jizodo Formation contains facies associated to littoral and sub-littoral zones (Endo, 1987). Original bilateral symmetry in these specimens is preserved, suggesting that these units are not tectonically deformed (Figure 1). Additionally, previous studies of this unit do not suggest significant tectonic deformation (Endo, 1987). Fossil specimens of this species were selected as a “control group” because equivalent modern individuals can be collected from the Sagami Bay at water depths between 70 to 90 m and have been used to

FIGURE 1. Ventral, dorsal, posterior, and longitudinal-sectional views of the fossil brachiopods *Laqueus rubellus*, *Teretbratula terebratula*, *Pseudoatrypa* sp., and *Platystrophia ponderosa*. Scale bars equal 1 cm.
TABLE 1. Size measurements (length, width, and thickness) and spiral deviations from all analyzed specimens of the species *Laqueus rubellus*, *Terebratula terebratula*, *Platystrophia ponderosa*, and *Pseudoatrypa* sp.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Length (mm)</th>
<th>Width (mm)</th>
<th>Thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Dorsal minima</th>
<th>Dorsal maxima</th>
<th>Ventral minima</th>
<th>Ventral maxima</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>L. rubellus</em> 1</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>L. rubellus</em> 2</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>L. rubellus</em> 3</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>T. terebratula</em> 1</td>
<td>47.3</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>T. terebratula</em> 2</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>T. terebratula</em> 3</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>P. ponderosa</em> 1</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>P. ponderosa</em> 2</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>P. ponderosa</em> 3</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Pseudoatrypa</em> sp.1</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Pseudoatrypa</em> sp.2</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Pseudoatrypa</em> sp.3</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

determine shell spiral deviations (Pérez-Huerta et al., 2014).

*Terebratula terebratula* (Linnaeus, 1758). Shells ranging from 38.7 to 47.3 mm in length (Figure 1) were collected from Tortonian (Upper Miocene) deposits of the Guadix Basin, a Neogene intra-mountain basin located in southern Spain. They correspond to accumulations in prodelta facies with an inferred depth around 30 m (see more details in Reolid et al., 2012). Original bilateral symmetry in these specimens is preserved, suggesting that these units are not tectonically deformed (Figure 1). Additionally, tectonic deformation was not reported in previous descriptions of this unit (Reolid et al., 2012).

*Pseudoatrypa* sp. Shells ranging from 19.0 to 21.0 mm in length (Figure 1) are Early Devonian in age and were sampled from an active quarry in Parson, Tennessee. Samples were collected from the Ross Formation, which has been interpreted to represent a shallow marine shelf depositional environment, below normal wave base but above storm wave base (Rigby and Clement, 1995). Original bilateral symmetry in these specimens is preserved, suggesting that these units are not tectonically deformed (Figure 1). Additionally, the literature reference for this unit does not suggest significant tectonic deformation.

*Rafinesquina* sp. Specimen is Late Ordovician in age and was sampled from the Leipers Formation of the Maysville Group in south-central Tennessee. The lower Leipers Formation has been interpreted as a lagoon depositional environment (Wahlman, 1992). Original bilateral symmetry in these specimens is preserved, suggesting that these units are not tectonically deformed. Additionally, the literature reference for this unit does not suggest significant tectonic deformation.

Sample Preparation

Samples were brushed off with Kim-Wipes to ensure that there was minimal unconsolidated material adhered onto the outside of the shells. Any non-shell material on the shell surface can make digitizing the shell outline difficult because it becomes unclear where the edge of the shell is located. Shells were then embedded in epoxy resin and cut with a Buehler Isomet 1000 Precision Saw along the plane of symmetry, producing two identical halves (Figure 2). The shell surface of each half was ground and polished with aluminum oxide (grit size = 1.0 and 0.3 μm) until the surface was flat and free of scratches.

Digitizing

A 5 mm scale was drawn onto the non-shell portion of the cross section of each shell (Figure 3). Both halves of each shell were then scanned into a computer, producing high-resolution TIFF images of shell cross-sections. These images were edited in Adobe Photoshop, with dorsal valves on top and curved in a counter-clockwise direction from the umbo. The edited images were then imported into the image digitization software called Vextractor.
It is important to digitize only one valve at a time so that each valve has its own set of (x,y) coordinates that can be analyzed separately for spiral deviations. Before digitizing, the scale that was drawn on the cross-section was used to create reference coordinates on the digital image (Figure 3). The shell was digitized with a polyline tool by clicking the edge of the shell surface, at < 0.1 mm intervals, from the umbo to anterior shell regions. After the valve was digitized, the outline was selected and the vector was saved in ASCII format as a xyz file. The xyz file was then opened and saved as a Microsoft Excel file for future use.

**Spiral Deviations**

The coordinates for each specimen were imported into a free, downloadable computer program called R (Version 3.0.2; R Core Team, 2013), which is oftentimes used in biology and statistics (e.g., Zuur et al., 2009; Aldridge and Gaspard, 2011). These coordinates were used with R code previously developed (see Aldridge and Gaspard, 2011; Appendices 1-4) to produce biological outlines as well as spiral deviation graphs (Figure 3).

Each shell has a spiral deviation graph for both the dorsal and ventral valves of each half (Figures 4-7; Appendix 5). It is important that the coordinates, saved in Microsoft Excel files, be imported and analyzed separately. The basic procedure of creating spiral deviation graphs is as follows, and it is described in more detail in the appendices. The x and y coordinates are defined as objects in R.
RESULTS

Specimens of *Laqueus rubellus*, *Terebratula terebratula*, and *Platystrophia ponderosa* produced spiral deviations patterns that were wide and large in magnitude (Figures 4-6), while specimens of *Pseudoatrypa* sp. produced spiral deviations patterns that were large in amplitude, and frequent or very narrow in width (Figure 7). Shells of *Laqueus rubellus* produced between two and four spiral maxima and minima per valve (Figure 4 and Table 1), between three and six spiral maxima and minima per valve for shells of *Terebratula terebratula* (Figure 5 and Table 1), and between two and five spiral maxima and minima per valve for shells of *Platystrophia ponderosa* (Figure 6 and Table 1). In contrast to these species, specimens of *Pseudoatrypa* sp. produced many spiral deviations, resulting in numerous potential maxima and minima for both valves. Finally, it was impossible to fit a perfect spiral to the ventral valve of one specimen of *Rafinesquina* sp. because of its flat shape.

DISCUSSION

Which Shells Produce Annual Spiral Deviations?

Biconvex shells without ornamentation, such as ribs and spines, as in the case of *Laqueus rubellus* and *Terebratula terebratula*, produced shell spiral deviations that were wide and large in magnitude, and similar to those described for modern brachiopod shells with biological significance (Aldridge and Gaspard, 2011; Pérez-Huerta et al., 2014). *Pseudoatrypa* sp. displayed numerous shell spiral deviations that were narrow and large in magnitude, but these were caused by the combination of lateral ribs and growth lamellae, which produce noises masking any signals representing ontogenetic growth patterns (Figures 7 and 8). *Platystrophia ponderosa* produced shell spiral deviations that were wide and large in magnitude, despite the presence of prominent ribs aligned along the anterior-posterior direction. When using shells that possess ribs aligned along the anterior-posterior direction or shells with a fold and sulcus, it is important to section the shell straight along the plane of symmetry. Cutting off the plane of symmetry or through ribs can produce spiral deviations that appear to have no biological significance. Because spiral deviations can be on the order of
FIGURE 4. Spiral deviations from the dorsal and ventral valves of specimens one (1), two (2), and three (3) of the species *Laqueus rubellus*. 
FIGURE 5. Spiral deviations from three specimens of the species *Terebratula terebratula*. 
FIGURE 6. Spiral deviations from three specimens of the species *Platystrophia ponderosa*. 
FIGURE 7. Spiral deviations from three specimens of the species *Pseudoatrypa* sp.
0.1 mm in magnitude, the use of shells with a fold and sulcus or ribs can result in spiral deviations that are not due to ontogenetic growth if sample preparation is not precise. Therefore, shells without any ornamentation present the best potential for determining specimen ontogenetic age based on spiral deviations.

In addition to the work in selected species, a spiral deviations graph was generated from the ventral valve of a strophomenid brachiopod (*Rafinesquina* sp.) to determine if spiral deviations could be detected on shells with minimal ornamentation but flatter valves (Figure 8). It was impossible to fit a spiral to this shell because of its flat shape, and therefore it could not be used to determine a specimen ontogenetic age. Overall, biconvex shells are the best target of study for ontogenetic age determination using the present methodology.

**Is It Necessary to Fit More Than One Spiral?**

In some shells, the rate of anterior to vertical growth changes throughout the individual’s life-
A valve may be very rounded towards the umbo but flatter towards the anterior region. Abrupt changes in valve convexity have been observed in modern brachiopod species including *Laqueus rubellus*, where valve convexity changes from circular to ovular at maturity (Endo, 1987). Therefore, a spiral that fits the posterior region of the shell may not fit the anterior region of the shell. When one spiral is fit to an outline that experiences an abrupt change in growth, there will be a defined “M” shape in the spiral deviation graph that is due to a poor spiral fitting rather than to seasonal growth episodes (Figure 9). To solve the problem of poor spiral fitting, two or more spirals have to be fitted to the shell using the R code that we designed (Appendix 4). In this analysis, fitting two spirals to the shells instead of one resulted in a reduction in spiral fitting error (Figure 9), meaning that the spirals more closely fitted the outlines and any resulting deviations were more likely to have biological significance (Tables 2-5).

Selecting a location where the second spiral starts is a user-involved process. The shell outline is composed of coordinates from the digitizing process, and every set of (x,y) coordinates has a point number. The point number “1” is the point closest to the umbo and higher numbers are closer to the anterior region of the shell. To find a spiral change location, the point number of the location where the shell shape changes has to be determined. Once an approximate location is determined, a spiral deviation graph is generated using this point number as the second spiral start location. If the “M” shape has been reduced, the spiral matches the biological outline better. Thus, the spiral fitting error has been reduced and the deviations are more likely to have biological significance (Figure 9).
TABLE 2. Spiral output from three specimens of the species Laqueus rubellus. Maximum length is the maximum distance from the posterior to anterior region. Arc length is the maximum distance along the outline of the valve, from the posterior to anterior regions. Spiral axis (a) is the distance between the spiral axis and the first set of coordinates at the umbo. Spiral parameter (k) indicates the shape of the valve, where higher numbers represent flatter valves. Two spirals were fit to these shells, thus there were two spiral axes and parameters. Error is an indicator of how well the spirals fit the biological outline. The error from one spiral fitting was included as a comparison. N is the number of digitized points on the biological outline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Length (mm)</th>
<th>Arc-length (mm)</th>
<th>a1</th>
<th>a2</th>
<th>k1 parameter (spiral angle)</th>
<th>k2 parameter (spiral angle)</th>
<th>Error: two spirals (mm)</th>
<th>Error: one spiral (mm)</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Dorsal</td>
<td>19.96</td>
<td>23.30</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.63 (31.5°)</td>
<td>1.24 (38.9°)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Ventral</td>
<td>23.23</td>
<td>29.62</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>1.20 (39.8°)</td>
<td>0.79 (51.6°)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Dorsal</td>
<td>25.78</td>
<td>35.21</td>
<td>27.03</td>
<td>22.51</td>
<td>0.57 (60.3°)</td>
<td>0.01 (89.2°)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Ventral</td>
<td>29.28</td>
<td>37.03</td>
<td>5.17</td>
<td>9.76</td>
<td>0.77 (52.3°)</td>
<td>0.45 (65.6°)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Dorsal</td>
<td>20.47</td>
<td>26.05</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.08 (42.7°)</td>
<td>0.91 (47.7°)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Ventral</td>
<td>27.14</td>
<td>32.79</td>
<td>7.29</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>0.40 (68.4°)</td>
<td>0.67 (56.2°)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 3. Spiral output from three specimens of the species Terebratula terebratula (see caption for Table 2 for definitions and abbreviations).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Length (mm)</th>
<th>Arc-length (mm)</th>
<th>a1</th>
<th>a2</th>
<th>k1 parameter (spiral angle)</th>
<th>k2 parameter (spiral angle)</th>
<th>Error: two spirals (mm)</th>
<th>Error: one spiral (mm)</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Dorsal</td>
<td>39.25</td>
<td>46.41</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>1.40 (35.5°)</td>
<td>1.19 (40.1°)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Ventral</td>
<td>47.25</td>
<td>58.04</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>6.68</td>
<td>0.93 (47.0°)</td>
<td>0.82 (50.8°)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Dorsal</td>
<td>33.17</td>
<td>37.80</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.05 (43.5°)</td>
<td>1.51 (33.5°)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Ventral</td>
<td>38.69</td>
<td>49.52</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>0.66 (56.5°)</td>
<td>0.97 (45.8°)</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Dorsal</td>
<td>34.47</td>
<td>41.09</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>-1.11 (-42.0°)</td>
<td>-1.52 (-33.4°)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Ventral</td>
<td>40.39</td>
<td>50.50</td>
<td>6.82</td>
<td>15.07</td>
<td>0.77 (52.4°)</td>
<td>0.39 (68.6°)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>391</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What Are Valid Criteria to Select Annual Spiral Deviations?

Determining quantitative criteria to define spiral deviations is problematic because growth rates are affected by many factors other than inter-species variation. Even within the same species, growth rates can vary because of individual genetics and health, degree of attachment, among others. Although growth rates vary from specimen to specimen, brachiopod growth rates tend to decrease with increasing ontogenetic age (e.g., Thayer, 1977; Endo, 1987). This trend has been demonstrated in many species of modern brachiopods (e.g., Terebratalia transversa), and has been observed in the spiral deviation graphs of some, but not all, of the specimens analyzed in this study (e.g., Figure 4.1 and Figure 6.3). In this study, quantitative criteria were set as to what defined spiral maxima and minima, but it is important to remember that there is a qualitative component to spiral deviation analysis because growth rates vary within the same species and tend to decrease with increasing ontogenetic age, as shown by the analysis of the dorsal and ventral valves of three specimens of each taxon (Figures 4-7).

Previous work showed that spiral deviations greater than 0.025 mm in magnitude represented seasonal growth on the dorsal valves of fully matured, modern specimens of Laqueus rubellus (see Pérez-Huerta et al., 2014). In this study, deviations were interpreted as growth episodes if they were 0.05 mm above or below zero. These criteria yielded ontogenetic ages between three and four years (young adult specimens), and possessed length and width measurements that agree with growth rate analyses by Yamamoto et al. (2010). Specimens two and three had similar maximum lengths, and spiral deviation analyses showed that both specimens were approximately three years old at death (Table 1). These specimens were approximately one to two years younger than predicted by Yamamoto et al. (2010), based on their maximum lengths. Specimen one had a slightly smaller maximum length and yielded an ontogenetic age of four years, which strongly agreed with the growth rate analysis by Yamamoto et al. (2010). These slight differences are most likely the result of differing growth rates of individuals within
the same species, reinforcing the idea that there is not a unique growth rate for a given brachiopod taxon (Pérez-Huerta et al., 2014).

Thayer (1977) studied growth rates of the extant brachiopod *Terebratula transversa* throughout ontogeny. His study found that the average growth rate for individuals less than 10 mm in length was approximately 3.6 mm/year and the average growth rate for individuals greater than 10 mm was approximately 1.5 mm/year. This study, as well as the spiral deviation study by Pérez-Huerta et al. (2014), was taken into account when choosing spiral maxima and minima for the species *Terebratula terebratula*, because there are no growth rate studies for this extinct species. Spiral deviations had to be 0.1 mm above or below zero to be considered a seasonal growth episode. Resulting ontogenetic ages ranged from three to approximately five years (Table 1), which appears to be reasonable because the abundance of specimens over the age of five is less than 1% in other species of modern terebratulid brachiopods (e.g., Curry, 1982).

Ontogenetic studies of modern rhynchonellid brachiopods, which are phylogenetically related to the extinct species *Platystrophia ponderosa*, are less abundant and conclusive than for terebratulid taxa. Therefore, the same criteria that were used to define spiral deviations for *Terebratula terebratula* were used for *P. ponderosa* because of their similar sizes. The three specimens of *P. ponderosa* produced ontogenetic ages between 3 and 5 years, which appear plausible based on their relative sizes (Table 1).

The spiral deviation methodology applied to fossil brachiopod taxa produces encouraging results to determining ontogenetic growth and accurate specimen ontogenetic age estimates based on a comparison of growth in modern species. However, in order to better define criteria for what are actually meaningful spiral maxima and minima, high-resolution chemical analyses should be done at locations of spiral deviations to determine a correspondence to periodical environmental parameters (e.g., seawater temperatures; Buening and Spero, 1996; Yamamoto et al., 2010; Pérez-Huerta et al., 2014; Butler et al., 2015).

**CONCLUSIONS**

The methodology of shell spiral deviation applied to fossil brachiopods has great potential for utility in determining specimen ontogenetic ages, which has significant implications for the use of brachiopods in paleoclimatic and paleoecological studies (i.e., determining paleoseasonality). Our findings show that spiral deviations can be obtained for fossil taxa (*Laqueus rubellus, Terebratula terebratula*, and *Platystrophia ponderosa*),
yielding specimen ontogenetic ages that agree with previous growth rate studies in similar modern taxa and are plausible based on relative shell measurements. In contrast, results indicate the problems of using this methodology with shells that have complex ornamentation patterns (Pseudoatrypa sp.) or without biconvex shells (Rafinesquina sp.). Also, a refinement of the methodology as well as analyzing more shells within a wider ontogenetic sampling dataset is needed to define more objective criteria to detect “true” or “significant” maxima and minima deviations. Furthermore, the method can determine specimen ontogenetic ages assuming that the spiral deviations chosen are due to seasonal growth. Thus, conducting a chemical analysis at locations of spiral deviations on the shell outline would help confirm the criteria for deviations that are due to seasonal growth episodes.
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APPENDIX 1.

Instructions on inputting data into R using example coordinates from the outline of a brachiopod dorsal valve.
The following set of data shows input of coordinates into R using the scan command. Copy between ##START and ##END, paste into your R command, and hit enter. The objects “x” and “y” are the coordinates of successive points along a biological outline. In the case of accretionary growth, coordinates are assumed to begin at the umbo and be oriented in a counter-clockwise direction. It is important that each valve or outline has its own separate coordinates. R interprets instructions line by line with any text after a hash symbol being ignored by R and serving as a comment.
Example data from a brachiopod dorsal valve. This data input method uses the scan command, which is ideal when x and y coordinates are saved in Excel or a similar program.

1. ##START
   x <- scan()
   ##END

2. After setting up the scan command, values are assigned to the object. Copy the following x values and paste into R. If you have your own data saved in an Excel spreadsheet, copy the x value column and paste into R.

##START
43.586104 43.661530 43.742566 43.794569 43.827071 43.827687 43.849945
43.831238 43.811462 43.765150 43.702984 43.664955 43.582932 43.514087
43.466883 43.399287 43.339617 43.266055 43.198281 43.089008 42.922561
42.805183 42.717016 42.535607 42.390088 42.238425 42.128974 41.962706
41.868394 41.724480 41.587601 41.444400 41.293806 41.149892 41.006334
40.841492 40.683686 40.497916 40.289615 40.082026 39.924220 39.723488
39.502543 39.209818 38.995373 38.716719 38.416959 38.202870 37.988068
37.845223 37.560426 37.311517 37.040433 36.784133 36.614039 36.315527
36.060118 35.868740 35.685110 35.465412 35.202434 35.003842 34.769895
34.536662 34.338070 34.075805 33.771327 33.439422 33.298717 33.108765
32.946598 32.678010 32.445133 32.120798 31.916776 31.642936 31.361525

##END
31.065510  30.704750  30.485944   30.190285  29.900948  29.611611  29.330201  
29.104895  28.795522  28.442511  28.167601  27.935437  27.639422  27.378939 
23.293156  23.061884  22.817433  22.559269  22.321496  22.041156  21.817097 
18.242325  17.872844  17.686102  17.519395  17.339331  17.165233  17.012062 
 8.901697  8.707384  8.527320  8.333721  8.126407  7.932094  7.751852  
 5.576576  5.452616  5.329012  5.170946  5.040307  4.873957  4.728713  

##END of x coordinates.

- It is important to press enter twice after pasting values in order to complete the scan command.

3. ##START

y <- scan()

##END
4. Copy the following y values and paste into R. Be sure to hit enter twice after pasting the values in order to complete the scan command. Confirm that the number of values assigned to “x” and “y” are identical. If these numbers are different, a mistake was likely made when copying and pasting values into R.

## START
17.42193 17.50128 17.63709 17.80736 17.91378 18.16723 18.40010 18.58266
22.59439 22.71746 22.82645 22.94195 23.05763 23.16556 23.32923 23.46477
23.30517 23.20961 23.13516 23.03835 22.94840 22.89719 22.75800 22.61791
This creates a basic graph using the objects x and y. Confirm that the umbo is located at the right and the outline curves in a counter-clockwise direction. (Note: in this example the outline is oriented in the correct direction). If this is not the case, you must reverse either the x coordinates or y coordinates, or both. To reverse the x coordinates, enter the code:

```
##START
x<--x
##END
```

To reverse the y coordinates, enter the code:

```
##START
y<--y
##END
```
APPENDIX 2.

Instructions on generating a biological outline in R.

Step 1: Creating a scale bar

The following directions assume you have already defined the objects “x” and “y” using the brachiopod dorsal valve coordinates from appendix 1. Directions are included on how to modify the following code to suit your own data. Copy and paste the following code between ##START and ##END into R, then hit enter. Descriptions of the commands follow the code itself.

1. ##START

   require (MASS)
   ##END

   - This loads the package “MASS”, which is required for future commands.

2. ##START

   eqscplot( x, y, axes = FALSE)
   ##END

   - This plots a basic outline of the valve using equal units on each coordinate axis. No scale bar is shown with this plot; it is just a quick confirmation on whether the outline appears correct.

3. ##START

   axis(side = 1, line= -8)
   ##END

   - This creates a default scale bar. “side=1” means that the scale bar is oriented parallel to the x-axis. This can be changed to “side =2”, which orients the scale bar parallel to the y-axis. “line= -8” is the spatial placement of the scale bar relative to the x-axis. Decreasing this number moves the scale bar up and increasing this number moves it down.

   - Now that you know where the scale bar should be placed, you can edit the length and labels. Exit the graphics window, and enter the following four lines of code into the command window. The following code assumes you are using the brachiopod dorsal valve data from Appendix 1.

4. ##START

   eqscplot( x, y, axes = FALSE )

   axis ( 1, at = c(25,35), labels = c("0 mm", "10 mm"), tck = 0.02, line = -8) 

   axis( side = 1, at=30, labels = F, tck = 0.016, line=-8)


- The first line of code plots the biological outline of the brachiopod dorsal valve.

- The second line of code adds length, horizontal placement, and labels to the scale bar. "at=c(25,35)" means that the scale bar will extend from x=25 to x=35. In this case, the scale bar will be 10 units long and should be labeled accordingly. "labels=c("0 mm","10 mm")" labels the tick marks at the ends of the scale bar. At x=25, the scale bar label is "0 mm", and at x=35, the scale bar label is "10 mm". You can change these numbers to suit your own scale bar units. "tck=.02" creates a tick mark that extends in the upwards direction because it is positive. To make it extend downwards instead of upwards, make the value negative instead of positive. To increase the length of this tick mark, increase the magnitude of the value listed after "tck= ".

- The third line of code creates a tick mark halfway through the scale bar because in this example, x=30 is the point midway between 25 and 35. "tck=.016" creates a tick mark that extends in the upwards direction and is shorter than the end tick marks. If you do not want a halfway tick mark on your scale bar, delete this line of code.

- It is important that the number you used for the line placement of the scale bar ("line = -8") is the same as the line placement of the tick marks so they overlap each other.

- The last line of code creates minor tick marks at every unit. "at=seq(25,35,1)" means that the ticks will be placed over the span of x=25 to x=35, with 1 unit of space in between ticks. "tck=0.009" means that the tick marks will extend upwards and they will be shorter than the end and halfway tick marks.

- It is important to save the scale bar code you just determined in a document so that it is easily accessible in step 2.

Step 2: Making a biological outline with a scale

Copy and paste the following code between ##START and ##END into R, then hit enter.

1. ##START

```r
specimen.df <- data.frame( x,y)
```

##END

- This combines the two objects "x" and "y" into a single data frame.

2. ##START

```r
z.df <- specimen.df
```

##END
-This creates a copy of the data and saves it under the name “z.df” in case a mistake is made.

3. #START

dev.new()

#END

-This creates a new graphic window.

4. #START

eqscplot( z.df$x, z.df$y, type="p", pch=16, cex=0.3, col=2, xlab="", ylab="", axes=F)

#END

-This creates a plot using the data frame z.df. “z.df$x” means that the x values from the data frame “z.df” are being used in the plot. “z.df$y” means that the y values from the data frame “z.df” are being used in the plot. “pch=16” creates data points that are solid dots. Altering the value after “pch =” changes the style of data points (e.g., squares, diamonds, open circles). “cex=0.3” indicates the size of these data points. Increasing this value increases the size of the data points and vice versa. “col=2” indicates the color of the data points (e.g., 1 = black, 2 = red, 3 = green, 4 = blue). “xlab=""” and “ylab=""” means that labels on the x and y axes are absent. “axes=F” makes the x and y axes lines disappear completely.

-Now, you should have a biological outline with no labels or axes.

5. The next step is to add a scale bar to the biological outline. If you are working with the brachiopod example coordinates from appendix 1, select, copy and paste the following commands into R. The following code was determined in step 1.

#START

axis(1, at = c(25,35), labels = c("0 mm", "10 mm"), tck = 0.02, line = -8)
axis( side = 1, at=30, labels = F, tck = 0.016, line=-8)
axis( 1, at =seq(25,35,1), labels=F, tck = 0.009, line=-8)

#END

-Now, you should have a biological outline with a correct scale bar.
APPENDIX 3.

R code necessary to create spiral deviation graphs.
Acquiring spiral deviations requires the function, fit.any.spirals, that in turn uses up to seven other functions. All eight functions are provided below. Select, copy and paste the functions listed in between ##START and ##END into your R session. Appendix 4 shows how to use these functions on example coordinate data. When exiting R, save the session so the functions are retained in your designated workspace.

##START

```r
start.angle <- function(xc, yc, u1, v1)
{
  start.theta <- atan(abs((yc - v1))/abs(xc - u1))
  # now check the starting quadrant of outline
  if(xc - u1 < 0 && yc - v1 > 0) start.theta <- pi - start.theta else
    if(xc - u1 < 0 && yc - v1 < 0)
      start.theta <- pi + start.theta
    else if(xc - u1 > 0 && yc - v1 < 0)
      start.theta <- 2 * pi - start.theta
    # otherwise retain the first quadrant as the start of outline
  return(start.theta)
}

## end of function to calculate the angle from given location to the first outline coordinate

cumulative.angle.fcn <- function (x, y, u, v)
{
  # accumulates sequential angle between coordinates (x,y) about an axis location (u,y)

  xy.r <- sqrt((x - u)^2 + (y - v)^2)
  x.unit <- (x - u)/xy.r  # unit vector in x direction
  y.unit <- (y - v)/xy.r  # unit vector in y direction
  npts <- length(x.unit)  # number of coordinate points
```

##END
theta <- acos(abs(x.unit[1:(npts - 1)] * x.unit[2:npts] +
   y.unit[1:(npts - 1)] * y.unit[2:npts]))
theta <- c(0, theta)
theta <- (theta)
eps <- 1e-05
theta.sign <- rep(+99, npts)
#
# check whether part of the outline regresses creating negative angles
# if negative then change the sign of the angle increment
#
check1 <- rotate.fcn(x = x.unit[1:(npts - 1)],
   y = y.unit[1:(npts - 1)], theta = -theta[2:npts])
xc <- c(x.unit[1], check1$x)
yc <- c(y.unit[1], check1$y)
check1.x <- x.unit - xc
check1.y <- y.unit - yc
theta.sign <- ifelse(check1.x < eps & check1.y < eps, 1, -1)
theta <- theta * theta.sign
theta <- cumsum(theta)
return(theta)
}
## end of function to accumulate angle about location
rotate.fcn <- function (x, y, theta, u = 0, v = 0)
{

  # rotates coordinates by an angle theta about an axis location (u,v)
  #
  xx <- x - u
  yy <- y - v
xp <- xx * cos(theta) + yy * sin(theta)
yp <- -xx * sin(theta) + yy * cos(theta)
list(x = xp, y = yp)
}

fit.one.spiral.fcn <- function (x, y, start.u = NULL, start.v = NULL,
tolerance.step = 0.01)
{
# fits a single spiral to sequential outline coordinates (x,y)
# using non linear regression with a supplied tolerance and set
# to a maximum of 400 iterations.
#
  lspiral.lhs <- function(x, y, u, v) sqrt((x - u)^2 + (y - v)^2)
  lspiral.rhs <- function(x, y, u, v, a, k) {
    xtheta <- cumulative.angle.fcn(x, y, u, v)
    a * exp(k * xtheta)
  }
  u <- start.u
  v <- start.v
  spiral.fit <- nls(~lspiral.lhs(x, y, u, v) - lspiral.rhs(x, y, u, v, a, k),
                    trace = F, control = list(tol = tolerance.step,
                    maxiter = 400), start = list(u = u, v = v, a = 2, k = 0.2))
  spiral.fit.coef <- coef(spiral.fit)
  u1 <- as.numeric(spiral.fit.coef[1])
  v1 <- as.numeric(spiral.fit.coef[2])
  a1 <- as.numeric(spiral.fit.coef[3])
  k1 <- as.numeric(spiral.fit.coef[4])
  fit.summary <- summary(spiral.fit)
df1 <- fit.summary$df[2]
sigma1 <- fit.summary$sigma
rp1 <- sqrt((x - u1)^2 + (y - v1)^2)

thetap1 <- cumulative.angle.fcn(x, y, u1, v1)
rppl <- a1 * exp(k1 * thetap1)
deviations <- rp1 - rppl  # spiral deviations

start.theta <- start.angle(xc = x[1], yc = y[1], u1, v1)

#
rfit.a <- a1 * exp(k1 * thetap1)
arc.length <- sqrt(diff(x - u1)^2 + diff(y - v1)^2)
arc.length <- cumsum(c(0, arc.length))
xp.a <- rfit.a * cos(thetap1)
yp.a <- rfit.a * sin(thetap1)

xp1.a <- xp.a * cos(-start.theta) + yp.a * sin(-start.theta)
yp1.a <- yp.a * cos(-start.theta) - xp.a * sin(-start.theta)
xp1.a <- xp1.a + u1
yp1.a <- yp1.a + v1

#
parameters1 <- round(c(u1, v1, a1, k1,sigma1), 4)

names(parameters1) <- c("x.axis", "y.axis", "a1", "k1", "error")

r.residuals <- deviations

r.fitted <- rfit.a

spiral.output <- list(parameters1, thetap1, arc.length, deviations, r.fitted, xp1.a, yp1.a)

names(spiral.output) <- c("parameters1", "angle", "arc.length", "deviations", "fitted", "xpred.orig", "ypred.orig")

return(spiral.output)
fit.two.spiral.fcn <- function (x, y, m = NULL, 
start.u = NULL, start.v = NULL, tolerance.step = 0.01) 
{
  # fits two spirals to sequential outline coordinates (x,y)
  # the m th coordinate is the user specified change in spiral
  # Nonlinear regression is used with a supplied tolerance and set
  # at a maximum of 400 iterations.
  #
  lspiral.lhs <- function(x, y, u, v) sqrt((x - u)^2 + (y - v)^2)
  m1 <- m
  lspiral.rhs <- function(x, y, u, v, a, k1, k2, m = m1) {
    xtheta <- cumulative.angle.fcn(x, y, u, v)
    xchange <- xtheta[m]
    a * exp(k1 * pmin(xtheta, xchange)) * exp(k2 * 
pmax(xtheta - xchange, 0))
  }
  u <- start.u  # initial estimate of horizontal location of spiral axis
  v <- start.v  # initial estimate of vertical location of spiral axis
  spiral.fit <- nls(-lspiral.lhs(x, y, u, v) - lspiral.rhs(x,
      y, u, v, a, k1, k2), trace = F, control = list(tol = tolerance.step,
      maxiter = 400), start = list(u = u, v = v, a = 2, k1 = 0.2, k2 = 0.2))
  spiral.fit.coef <- coef(spiral.fit)
  u1 <- as.numeric(spiral.fit.coef[1])
  v1 <- as.numeric(spiral.fit.coef[2])
a1 <- as.numeric(spiral.fit.coef[3])
k1 <- as.numeric(spiral.fit.coef[4])
k2 <- as.numeric(spiral.fit.coef[5])
fit.summary <- summary(spiral.fit)
df1 <- fit.summary$df[2]
sigma1 <- fit.summary$sigma
rp1 <- sqrt((x - u1)^2 + (y - v1)^2)
theta1 <- cumulative.angle.fcn(x, y, u1, v1)
zz <- theta1[m1]
theta.change <- c(zz)
a2 <- a1 * exp((k1 - k2) * zz)
rppl <- ifelse(theta1 < zz,
a1 * exp(k1 * theta1), a2 * exp(k2 * theta1))

deviations <- rp1 - rppl
#

n <- length(deviations)
start.theta <- start.angle(xc = x[1], yc = y[1], u1, v1)
rfit.a <- ifelse(theta1 < zz, a1 * exp(k1 * theta1), a2 *
    exp(k2 * theta1))
arc.length <- sqrt(diff(x - u1)^2 + diff(y - v1)^2)
arc.length <- cumsum(c(0, arc.length))
xp.a <- rfit.a * cos(theta1)
yp.a <- rfit.a * sin(theta1)
xp1.a <- xp.a * cos(-start.theta) + yp.a * sin(-start.theta)
yp1.a <- yp.a * cos(-start.theta) - xp.a * sin(-start.theta)
xp1.a <- xp1.a + u1
yp1.a <- yp1.a + v1
parameters1 <- round(c(u1, v1, a1, a2, k1, k2,sigma1), 4)

names(parameters1) <- c("x.axis", "y.axis", "a1", "a2", "k1","k2","error")

r.residuals <- deviations

r.fitted <- rpp1

spiral.output <- list(parameters1, thetap1, arc.length, deviations, r.fitted,

xp1.a, yp1.a)

names(spiral.output) <- c("parameters1", "angle", "arc.length", "deviations",

"fitted", "xpred.orig", "ypred.orig")

return(spiral.output)

}  ## end of function to fit two spirals with a given change location

# two plotting functions

plot.spiral.fit <- function( spiral.output=zzz, change=NULL, xdata=x,ydata=y, title.label ="") {

if( is.null(change) ) spirals <- 1 else spirals <- 2

x.fit <- spiral.output$xpred.orig

y.fit <- spiral.output$ypred.orig

xaxis <- spiral.output$parameters1[1]

yaxis <- spiral.output$parameters1[2]

eqscplot( xdata, ydata, pch=1, axes=F, xlab="",ylab="")

lines( x.fit, y.fit, col=2, lwd=2)

points( xaxis, yaxis, pch=10, cex=2.5,col=2)

points(xdata[change], ydata[change], pch=16, col=4, cex=1.8)

if (spirals ==1)

title( paste( " One Spiral"," for specimen ", title.label), cex.main=1.1, col.main=4,adj=0.0)

else
title( paste( " Two Spirals change at ",change[1]," for ", title.label),
cex.main=1.0, col.main=4,adj=0.0)
}

# end of function to plot original outline and fitted spiral(s)

plot.spiral.deviations <- function( spiral.output=zzz, change=NULL,
    title.label ="")
{
    deviations <- spiral.output$deviations
    arc.length <- spiral.output$arc.length
    plot( arc.length, deviations, type="s", xlab="Secant or Arc length from umbo",
         ylab="Spiral deviations")
    abline(h=0,col=4)
    abline( v=arc.length[change], col=2,lwd=2,lty=3)
    axis(4,labels=F)
    axis(3,labels=F)
    mtext( paste( "Spiral deviations : ", title.label), side=3, outer=T, line=-2,
           cex=1.2,col=4,adj=0.05)
}

# end of function to plot spiral deviations

## function to use the above functions and acquire spiral deviations

fit.any.spirals <- function (x, y, m = NULL, axis.start = c(NULL,NULL),
    specimen = "", res1 = NULL, res2 = NULL, tolerance.step = 0.01,
    plot.fit = FALSE, plot.deviations = FALSE )
{
    # fits either one or two spirals depending on the user supplied m th coordinate
    # of the second spiral. If the initial axis location is not supplied
    # then the outline will be plotted and location requested through a
    # screen or mouse click.
xx <- x

yy <- y

require(MASS)

if (is.null(axis.start)) {
  eqscplot(xx, yy, pch = 1)
  title("Please mouse (left) click your best guess at axis location",
        cex = 0.9, col.main = 2, adj = 0)
  points(xx[1], yy[1], pch = 16, col = 2, cex = 1.1)
  locate.xy <- locator(n = 1)
  start.u <- locate.xy$x
  start.v <- locate.xy$y
}

else {
  start.u <- axis.start[1]
  start.v <- axis.start[2]

  if (is.null(m)) spiral <- 1 else spiral <- 2

  if (spiral==1) {
    spiral.output <- fit.one.spiral.fcn(x = xx, y = yy, start.u = start.u,
                                       start.v = start.v, tolerance.step = tolerance.step)
  }

  else {
    spiral.output <- fit.two.spiral.fcn(x = xx, y = yy, m = m,
                                         start.u = start.u, start.v = start.v, tolerance.step =
                                         tolerance.step)
  }

  if (plot.fit)
plot.spiral.fit(spiral.output = spiral.output, change = m, 
               title.label = specimen, xdata = x, ydata = y)

if (plot.deviations)
  plot.spiral.deviations(spiral.output = spiral.output,
                         change = m, title.label = specimen)

return(spiral.output)
}

##END
APPENDIX 4.

Instructions on how to use the R code in Appendix 3 to generate spiral deviation graphs, using either one or two spirals.

The following are directions to plotting spiral deviation graphs, with either one or two spirals. These directions assume you have worked through appendices 1-3, and are using the brachiopod shell coordinates from appendix 1. Select, copy and paste the functions listed in between ##START and ##END into your R session.

Spiral deviations using one spiral

1. ##START

example.fit<- fit.any.spirals(x,y, plot.fit=TRUE, specimen="A1, one spiral"

##END

-After entering this line of code, a cross-shaped cursor will appear and you will be asked to click the location of the spiral axis. In order to do this, imagine that you place a round coin inside the curve of the umbo so that it fits perfectly. The center of that imaginary coin is the approximate location of the spiral axis where you should click. Based on your chosen spiral axis, R will choose the best location for the spiral axis. The output for this code is a spiral-fitting graph, which displays the best fit of one perfect spiral (red line) to the biological outline.

2. ##START

example.fit <- fit.any.spirals(x,y, plot.deviations=TRUE, specimen="A1 example"

##END

-Click the approximate location of the spiral axis again. The output of this code is a spiral deviation graph, which plots spiral deviation versus growth from umbo. The blue line represents a spiral deviation of zero.

3. ##START

example.fit[[1]]

##END

This code displays the spiral output, which includes x.axis, y.axis, a1, k1, and error. "x.axis“ and "y.axis“ are the coordinates of the spiral axis location. “a1“ is the distance between the spiral axis and the first coordinate pair at the umbo. “k1“ is the spiral parameter, which indicates the shape of the valve. Higher values are associated with flatter valves and lower values are associated with more rounded valves. “error“ is an indicator of how well the perfect spiral fits the biological outline. Lower values (<0.2) are preferable to higher values, and indicate a better spiral fit.

Spiral deviations using two spirals

1. ##START

...
example.dorsal1<- fit.any.spirals(x,y, m=108, plot.fit=TRUE, specimen="A1, two spirals")

##END

-Click the approximate location of the spiral axis. This code fits two spirals to the brachiopod outline with a second spiral start location at the 108th point from umbo. "m=108" means that the second spiral starts at the 108th point from the umbo. See text for discussion of where to start a second spiral. The output of this code is a spiral-fitting graph, in which the red lines are the two perfect spirals and the blue dot is the second spiral start location.

2. ##START
example.dorsal1 <- fit.any.spirals(x,y, m=108, plot.deviations=TRUE)

##END

-Click the location of the spiral axis. This code creates a spiral deviation graph, which plots spiral deviation versus growth from umbo. The vertical red-dotted line represents the location where the second spiral starts.
3. ##START
example.dorsal1[[1]]

##END

-This code displays the spiral output, which includes x.axis, y.axis, a1, a2, k1, k2, and error. When using two spirals, “a” and “k” values are computed for each spiral.
APPENDIX 5.

Spiral deviation graphs generated from the other halves of brachiopod shells shown in Figures 4-7.
5.1. Spiral deviation graphs generated from the corresponding halves to shells used in Figure 4 (Laqueus rubellus).
5.2 Spiral deviation graphs generated from the corresponding halves to shells used in Figure 5 (*Terebratula terebratula*).
5.3 Spiral deviation graphs generated from the corresponding halves to shells used in Figure 6 (*Platystrophia ponderosa*).
5.4 Spiral deviation graphs generated from the corresponding halves to shells used in Figure 7 (Pseudoatrypa sp.).